Architects and Costume designers both use 3 -dimensional space to create shelter for protecting human body.
• The Gargoyles: Decorative, monstrous creatures used as spouts for rain water to drain off. (from 7 characteristics of Gothic architecture/Slide share.com) Fashion was characterized during the Gothic era by a series of extremes like long trails, broad sleeves, armholes cut till hips. Costumes showed variations in decorations with transparent multicolour layers. Noble women embroidered husband's family on the right and wives on the left. There were strict laws for material and colours to be used for clothes based on wealth and social class. The late Gothic period saw costumes in brighter colours and early Gothic period saw costumes in darker colours. New Construction techniques were invented to hold the weight of extra-long fabric used at the back.
Costumes were made of several components like Chaise which was the outer pleated gown made of light weight linen, Surcoats with wide armholes showcasing inner layer, Houppelande was an outer gown with deep v neck high waisted and belted, Tight tunics worn inside with chemise, Trails and veils were all part of one costume thus making it a complicated structure which was multilayered with different fabrics. Most of the costumes had variations in the design for front, back and sides with variations of pleats, embroidery and lacing techniques to tighten the dress.
(History of Western costume/costume during 1100 to 1600)
Aim
To explore the influence of Gothic architecture on costume and to develop designs using Gothic features for contemporary wear.
Objectives
• To study Gothic architecture.
• To analyze costumes worn during the Gothic period.
• To explore the influence of Gothic architecture on the costume.
• To design garments based on similar features of the Gothic period.
• To evaluate the acceptance of designs.
Scope
Architects and Fashion designers both use elements and principles of design to create a 3-dimensional structure to shelter human form. The creative process and aesthetics have similarity influencing and inspiring each other. Costumes during an era are products of different art forms, providing glimpses of progress in art scenario. This is an attempt to find a parallel connection between Gothic architecture and costumes prevailed during this medieval era between 1150 and 1500. 
METHODOLOGY

Collection of Data
• Literature on Gothic architecture was collected through books, journals, internet, essays, slides, photographs and interviews with architects.
• A survey was undertaken to gather information on features of Gothic architecture and similar influences found on costumes worn during this era.
• Costumes worn during the Gothic period were analyzed through paintings, books and internet.
• Interviews were conducted with architects, fashion design students and faculty in Textiles, Fashion design and Architecture departments.
Design Development
• Collected data were analyzed to find similar features in architecture and costumes worn during this era to find if art had any influence on fashion.
• New designs were created based on similar features for contemporary wear.
Acceptance Phase
• 1. Assessment of garments was done with interviews schedule and a questionnaire. 
ARCHITECTURE DURING GOTHIC ERA (1150 TO 1600)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A survey was undertaken to find out the awareness of the interrelationship between Art, Architecture and Fashion.
Interviews were conducted by architects and fashion designer and academicians to validate the findings of similarities found between Gothic architecture and fashion. Costumes were designed for contemporary wear based on the similarities found in these two disciplines and acceptance study was conducted with faculty, architects, and fashion designers to assess the designed garments.
The results are explained below.
Awareness of Interrelationship between Architecture, Art and Fashion
• 84% of those interviewed were aware of architectural styles of Roman, Greek, Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, Neoclassical and Mughal era.
• 16% were not aware about Baroque and Neoclassical style of architecture.
• 77% agreed that visual arts, applied arts and performing arts influence architecture. • 33% did not agree with music or performing arts and Graphic design influencing architecture.
• 100% agreed that artist in one field of art can be influenced by other art forms.
• 100% were aware of interrelationship in all art forms.
• 100%believed that art and architecture can influence fashion.
• Results for which part of the costume is influenced by architecture revealed following observations
• 50% agreed colour of the costume can be influenced by architecture
• 83% believed silhouette of costume can be inspired by architecture.
• 60% said the texture of the costume can be inspired by surface texture of a monument.52% were aware of similarities found between surface ornamentation on a garment and surface decoration on the surface of a monument.
• 100% were aware of Gothic style being a medieval art movement
• All architects were aware of Gothic Architecture is being revolutionary, changing the rules of how buildings were constructed.
• 87%of the respondents agreed that the costumes worn during this period can be influenced by architecture. Table 1 Gothic Architecture Gothic Fashion 1. Tall sweeping structures 1. The tall, slender silhouette was common for women's garments.
Comparative Table of Parallel Influence between Gothic Architecture and Costumes Worn During the Same Period
2. Extremes in architectural styles.
Matched by extremes in fashion like Long trail,
Wide sleeves touching the ground, Deep cut of armhole touching till waist. 3. Abundant use of colorful and transparent stained glass windows.
3. Rich, deep colours was found in gowns during the high gothic era when stained glass was popular. 4. Decorations, carvings and sculptures were placed only on the prominent places on the building. 4. Surface ornamentation on costumes was also found only in the front or borders or neckline. 5. Complicated design and construction with vaults and buttress.
5.
Costumes too had complicated silhouettes with layers of fabric and lacing techniques. 6. Gargoyels were used for rain water drainage and to instill fear in people. 6 . Headgear on women and men resembled the scary creatures like Gargoyles, used for evil eye protection. 7. Variations in the design of the building which were not similar in the front, back and sides. From the above figure, it was found that
• 92% people agreed that dark colors of costumes in an early Gothic era resembled tall dark structures.
• 84% people said rich, deep colours in a late Gothic era were influenced by the decorative and ornate structures of the buildings.
• 84% people agreed the use of transparent colours were largely influenced by the stained-glass windows of Cathedrals which were used to bring light inside.
• Thus, 86% of total respondents agreed that colors of most costumes worn during the Gothic era were influenced by the colours used inside the monuments and buildings, changing from darker hues in the beginning of the period to brighter, richer with more transparent values.
Figure 22
From the above figure, it was found that
• 80% of the respondents agreed that tall structures in medieval era influenced long slender silhouettes.
• 90% people said extreme architecture matched extreme styles like long trails, wide sleeves, deeply cut armholes. • 81% agreed that complicated construction with several vaults and flying buttress may have influenced complicated silhouettes with layers of fabric and lacing techniques.
• Thus, 84% of total respondents agreed with the statement that Gothic era architecture influenced the silhouettes of the garments worn by women during this time and influence can be seen most often in narrow, slender outer shape with the complicated styling of all the different layers which had to be adjusted with the help of lacing techniques.
Figure 23
• 72% of the respondents agreed about the surface decorations like carvings and sculptures being there on the prominent parts of the structures like front façade or altar. This observation was matched with having surface embellishments on the prominent parts of the garments.
• 88% agreed that buildings differed in design in the front, back and sides which was also similar with costumes where designs differed in the front, back usually had a long trail and sides usually had some lacing technique to tighten the topmost layer.
• 86% of people agreed about headgear resembling Gargoyles on the outside of the monument used for rainwater drainage and to instill fear in people.
• Thus, a total of 82% people felt Gothic architecture influenced design and techniques of costumes.
Figure 24
Exploring the Similarities of Gothic Architecture and Costume to Develop Designs for the contemporary Wear by Using Gothic Features www.tjprc.org
• 96% agreed that texture on the monuments were created by carvings similar to texture created on costume with the help of embroidery.
• 96% agreed that pleating and folding techniques used on costumes like Houppalande created texture similar to textures on pillars, piers and colonnades.
• 91% of the respondents said that fluid textures were used in most costumes to depict slender and tall si resembling tall, narrow structures.
• Thus, 94% of total respondents agreed that there was influence of Gothic architecture on texture of the costume.
Thus, from the above analysis, it can be said that an average of 86% of the respondent agreed that architecture positively influenced the costumes worn during the same period. Influence was prominently seen in colour, silhouette, texture, design and techniques used in both architecture and fashion. This was further proved by test of the proportion where the resultant value 3.6**>1.64>2.33 is Highly significant which lies in the critical region so we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternate hypothesis at 1% level of significance that proportion of agree is more than proportion of disagr architecture during the Gothic era was influenced by fashion incorporating features of architecture into styles and designs of garments worn by women during this period.
Based on the above observations and conclusive results, cont fabrics. Acceptance study was carried out with fashion designing students and architects on parameters like symbolism, innovation, texture, colour, appearance, aesthetic appeal, market acceptability and commercia results for designing garments along with designs are as follows:
Design 1: Inspiration: Vaults Fabric: Lace, Satin
Exploring the Similarities of Gothic Architecture and contemporary
From the above figure, it was found that 96% agreed that texture on the monuments were created by carvings similar to texture created on costume with 96% agreed that pleating and folding techniques used on costumes like Houppalande created texture similar to textures on pillars, piers and colonnades.
91% of the respondents said that fluid textures were used in most costumes to depict slender and tall si resembling tall, narrow structures.
Thus, 94% of total respondents agreed that there was influence of Gothic architecture on texture of the costume.
Thus, from the above analysis, it can be said that an average of 86% of the respondent agreed that architecture positively influenced the costumes worn during the same period. Influence was prominently seen in colour, silhouette, texture, design and techniques used in both architecture and fashion. This was further proved by test of the on where the resultant value 3.6**>1.64>2.33 is Highly significant which lies in the critical region so we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternate hypothesis at 1% level of significance that proportion of agree is more than proportion of disagr architecture during the Gothic era was influenced by fashion incorporating features of architecture into styles and designs of garments worn by women during this period.
Based on the above observations and conclusive results, contemporary garments are designed using Indian fabrics. Acceptance study was carried out with fashion designing students and architects on parameters like symbolism, innovation, texture, colour, appearance, aesthetic appeal, market acceptability and commercia results for designing garments along with designs are as follows:
Inspiration: Vaults Design 2: Inspiration: Stained Fabric: Lace, Satin
Glass window 39 editor@tjprc.org 96% agreed that texture on the monuments were created by carvings similar to texture created on costume with 96% agreed that pleating and folding techniques used on costumes like Houppalande created texture similar to 91% of the respondents said that fluid textures were used in most costumes to depict slender and tall silhouette Thus, 94% of total respondents agreed that there was influence of Gothic architecture on texture of the costume.
Thus, from the above analysis, it can be said that an average of 86% of the respondent agreed that Gothic architecture positively influenced the costumes worn during the same period. Influence was prominently seen in colour, silhouette, texture, design and techniques used in both architecture and fashion. This was further proved by test of the Highly significant which lies in the critical region so we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternate hypothesis at 1% level of significance that proportion of agree is more than proportion of disagree, thus proving that the architecture during the Gothic era was influenced by fashion incorporating features of architecture into styles and designs emporary garments are designed using Indian fabrics. Acceptance study was carried out with fashion designing students and architects on parameters like symbolism, innovation, texture, colour, appearance, aesthetic appeal, market acceptability and commercial viability. 
ACCEPTANCE STUDY RESULTS
Acceptance study was conducted after designing the above garments with help of a rating scale Each garment was rated on 6 parameters by the same sample of mix of architects, Fashion Designers, and faculty.
The results are as follows Colour: Design 1, 3 and 6 were found to be appropriate for the colours of the fabric used by most of the respondents. All the colours were dark which resembled the dark Gothic structures of early medieval times.
Appearance and Aesthetic Appeal: Design 4 and 6 were found to be most satisfactory by majority of respondents. They found these two designs as the most appealing visually for balance of colour, texture and silhouette.
Fabrics used matched the designs which added to the aesthetic appeal.
Market acceptability and Commercial Viability: Design 4 and 6 were found to be the most commercially viable and acceptable garments in the market. Since these two designs also scored high on aesthetic appeal and appearance with respondents, they were most appropriate for commercial production.
Overall Appeal: Design 6 scored high on all parameters to be considered as the best for overall appeal.
Followed by design 4, 1, 3, 2, 5 in the decreasing order of popularity.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In any given era, culture plays a big role in shaping a society forming certain rules or values to be followed which influences how people live their lives.
Culturally distinct invaders maintain their identity by changing their immediate surroundings which includethe basic needs of food, shelter, and clothes.
Goths were Germanic pagan tribes which invaded former territories of the Christian Roman empire. They brought on architecture and aesthetics which were completely different from subtle, symmetrical Gecko Roman style, invoking extreme response of awe and fear with exaggerated proportions in revolutionary Gothic architecture.
Designers in all fields rely on associative thinking connecting with similar ideas and techniques in different art fields.
This study was undertaken to find if all art forms influence each other with the example of architecture influencing costumes of the Gothic era. (1100 to 1500)
The researcher collected data on Gothic architecture and Gothic costumes. Distinct features of Gothic architecture were studied in detail along with studying costumes for colour, texture, silhouette, surface ornamentation and techniques of garment construction.
These features were compared to find if there are any similarities between fashion and architecture. These similarities were further validated with the help of architects, fashion designers and academicians. Results obtained from these opinionnaire were tabulated in the form of graphs and tables.
The researcher found a positive correlation with architecture in the Gothic medieval era and costumes worn during this time. Similarities were observed in the silhouettes, textures, colour, design, techniques and accessories used by women in Gothic era.
Similar features found were used as an inspiration to design garments for contemporary wear. These garments were assessed on 8 parameters (symbolism, innovation, texture, colour, appearance, aesthetic appeal, market acceptability and commercial viability) to find the best overall garment.
Thus, it can be concluded that fashion and architecture are two fields of art based on similar design principles.
Both the fields represent the cultural identity of a specific era, influencing or inspiring each other in the process of creating a unique product.
